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Definition of Non-Stationary Rotating Objects Axis
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Abstract: This article describes a method for measuring the large non-stationary rotating objects axis real
position. It presents the device presupposed to realization. The authors carried out the analysis of available
data and identified requirements for the described device. In this article an algorithm for measurement and a
method of its realization is shown alongside with the graphic pattern of the device and calculations. Particular
attention is paid to the selection of an instrument for the device realization and to the description of its
feasibilities. The authors proposed the software and gave the justification for its selection. This problem is
poorly understood and requires further investigation.
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INTRODUCTION The main part. Analysis of various sources [4-8]

Technological units used in various industries may
have large rotating group without expressed axis of The device should operate in conjunction with the
rotation. They usually rely on the rollers. Machine machine, i.e. should be its assembly unit.
misalignment alters its operation modes, leads to The unit axis position data should be obtained in
premature wear and failure. Well-timed recovery of unit "real time."
roll surface or periodic alignment on its axis avoids the The cost of the device and its maintenance should
consequences affecting the cost of production repair not exceed the value of the expenses for repair and
costs or quickie acquisition. Well-timed diagnosis of the restoration  of  the unit in the absence of the device.
unit axis allows you to adjust its position quickly or to It should provide an additional profits increase to
repair assembly unit. recoup the cost of its development, manufacturing,

Various publications mention techniques, methods debugging and realization.
and apparatus for implementing control and rapid The device should be incorporated into the assembly
diagnosis of the unit axis [1, 2, 3]. They all fail in as a unit, in order to identify more specifically the
possibility of unit axis regular monitoring. Hence it is unit axis position.
impossible  to  determine  the  dynamic  changes in the
axis,  that  situation do not meet with the very purpose of The devices identifying the spatial position of the
on-line diagnostics. Contactless imaging methods devices object are gyroscopes and accelerometers [9]. The choice
are often used to control the technological unit axis. of a sensor position influences the device design and its
These devices are very expensive, diagnosis of the unit implementation algorithm.
axis takes a lot of time, consequently the on-line The  next  block  diagram  appears  the simplest,
diagnostics is impossible. Figure 1.

Therefore the machine operates from stop to stop. In the scheme S - position sensor which is installed
Invention of a technological unit axis efficient diagnostics on the machine, ID - interface device that reads the
device allows for rapid diagnosis of the machine. information   from    the    sensors    and   prepares    it  for

allows to define requirements for such a device:
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Fig. 1: Suppositious block scheme of the device

Fig. 2: Scheme for determining the object axis

transmission to the processing device; WDIE - wireless has the same radius around the entire circumference of the
device of information exchange that allows to transfer rolling surface, a theoretical center O does not change and
information from the sensors to the processing device. the object does not undergo shocks, vibrations etc. But
This exchange of information option has been selected there cannot exist such objects set- down in the reality.
due to the fact that the unit is rotated, so the data transfer Hence it necessitates determining the position of the
by wire is excluded and the use of the brush assembly rotating object axis. Besides this offset- O -of the
does not guarantee the accuracy of the obtained technological unit can serve a parameter of efficiency of
information. Besides this option has the desired reliability. the whole technological machine in general. The algorithm
Personal computer with installed special software is used for the rotating object axis deviation determining
as an information processing apparatus. This software considered in this paper can be a part of the large
allows to identify the deviation of the real axis in respect production units diagnostic complex, for those having in
of the theoretical one. That is the purpose of the device their assembly several rotating objects of this type.
implementation or according to the above written – of The principle of accelerometer position deviation
hardware and software suite. The term identification is measuring is worth understanding in order to appreciate
being used because according to the following the technical solution proposed by the authors to
description the real axis position is determined by several determine the rotating object axis position. Accelerometer
parameters, or inputs, by a particular algorithm. is a device which is not related directly to the

Algorithm for data processing from sensors and measurement of the objects spatial position unlike the
building or "restoration" is ultimate in the virtual object gyroscope. Accelerometers application for measuring the
axis rotation form and it is connected with the device objects deflection from certain position has been
implementation scheme, therefore, it is necessary to begin described in various sources. For example in [11] the
with it, Figure 2. deviation measurement of the turning tool of the cutting

On the diagram presented, object 1 having some real edge is described. This problem is being solved even
roll surface mounted on two supports in the form of rollers granting vibrations in the technological system. The
2. Object 1 is given a certain rotation speed [omega] and vibrations magnitude can also be measured with an
besides this speed is given via one of the support rollers, accelerometer. It allows the conclusion in favor of these
i.e.  object drive is not connected rigidly with it. That sensors. In our case, the sensor design described
allows the object to roll freely. In this case, if the object thoroughly in [11] allows us to calculate the axis deviation

[delta]
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as well as frequency with the vibration amplitude in the
process system. Accelerometer for the object position
measurements  should  have  a  maximum  measuring
range up to 1g according to the recommendations of [9].
The same parameter is the largest possible measured
magnitude  of  the  vibrations.  Using  sensors up to 1g
(0,5  g,  0,32  g,  0,25  g)  for an object performing a full
turn-over is undesirable, because gravity vector during
one revolution of the object varies from -1g, to +1 g. As
for the vibration, the study on some samples of Fig. 3: General view of the accelerometer ADXL103/
technological units shows that just vibrations should not ADXL203 mounted on the board
exceed ± 1g infrasonic frequencies range [9]. In the case
their value is larger so it is identified as their impact, which Two accelerometers (not one) A1 and A2 are installed
indicates the emergence of defects on the roll surfaces, at a distance of l on an equidistant circle of rotation
that include diagnosed object. The emergence of the term surface profile cause the possibility of the object rotation
"diagnosed" due to the fact that a single sensor axis deflection from the theoretical position. Because
according to the abovementioned definition allows to according to Figure 4 each of accelerometers axis
perform the rotation axis offset, vibration amplitude and coordinates  tracking  centers  are  placed  at  a  distance
frequency and to determine the presence of impact. R. And the position of the axis will always stay permanent
Exceeding the defined values by these magnitudes allows while the profile circumference of the surface and the
to diagnose problems and defects in the process system. distance between the sensors l, or rather between the
Thus the sensor installation on the provisional roll centers of their coordinates are unchanged. Therefore the
surface shape circumference of the machine allows us to estimated angle [alpha] between the radii can be
solve the problem of unit serviceability diagnosing. calculated at any accelerometers position during the
According to the information of accelerometers rotation, since accelerometer turning angle can always be
manufacturers, for example [11], the signal can be measured by determining the amount of change gin the
transmitted in the form of an analog signal when its zero range of -g to + g. That corresponds to -90° ± 90°, i.e.
output value corresponds to -1g and the output voltage gravity vector remains unchanged, but only its projection
is equal to the input voltage (V input) - 1g, hence zero on one of the axes of the accelerometer changes. So for
value V input /2. This method of getting a signal to the example when using the accelerometer Y-axis (taken for
system is convenient to realize with a wired connection to illustrative purposes, according to Figure 4), the
the sensor signal processing device, in the presence of deflection angle is defined as “arccos” (g), in the case
short connecting conductors. Using a radio signal module where g should be measured the in the range -1 to +1,
this information receiving method is unacceptable, similar calculations can be made for the axis X. Ideally, the
because it is prone to interference. Therefore in this case axis deviation computation will comprise as a whole the
the pulse-width transfer of sensor signal is suitable, also angle [alpha], known in advance or each of them will be
reported by the manufacturer. Its essence lies in the fact [alpha] / 2. But in that case if the angle [alpha] for each
that the output device forms pulses of a certain frequency measurement does not match the theoretical value, or in
and their period depends on the measured values, similar case of performing measurements during a certain
to the preceding - O  amounts to 50% of the pulse complete revolution with certain discreteness n, i.e. when[delta]

duration. Hence there is only a sensor and a radio module during a full turn n measurements are executed and
allowing to pass a signal to the processing unit on the [alpha]1 [alpha]2  ... [alpha]n, or at least one value of
object. Figure 3 shows a general view of the use intended a series of equal values of the angle [alpha] falls out, we
accelerometer model ADXL103/ADXL203 for the device are dealing with the dispersion of the roll surface form.
installed on board. Although several measurements should be fulfilled and in

The algorithm realizing the accelerometer signal the case of 100 % of the deflection angle [alpha] surface
processing at a certain deviation of the object rotation for a related example, such a conclusion can be made,
axis from the theoretical one is based on the calculations otherwise so you can identify the stochastic shock, or
scheme shown in Figure 4. shock caused by tread surface geometry non- distortion.
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Fig. 4: Scheme for calculating the axis rotation deviation mapping center distance of the rotation to the device.

Figure 4 shows that the "real" rotation axis position alters
apparently because of the angle [alpha] and this angle The described algorithm is simple and does not
increase is caused by a curvature "real" radius decrease require deep programming skills for its realization. It can
and vice versa (reduction – radius increasing) It means be realized in any medium with the means for
that center O “underrun” or “overrun” can be identified communicating with external devices. One of the authors
only by a gravity force projection change of the proper of this article has repeatedly implemented similar
accelerometer axis. That avoids geometric calculations algorithms [12]. But before we proceed to the
according to the scheme shown in Fig. 4 and pass to the implementers selection it is necessary to determine the
direct axis center rotation calculation of deviation A object signals specification. According to the above
similar order of measurements results processing or of description of the sensors, it is necessary to introduce
sensor signals processing admit to avoid additional two discrete signals from sensors A1 and A2 to the signal
intermediate calculations. That will improve the processing apparatus as indicated above. These are
performance of the whole system, to increase the PWM pulse signals and analog -to-digital conversion is
measurements discrete, or to perform other measurements not required. To get the complete picture of the rotation
in interval between measurements, such as vibrations axis position it seems necessary to introduce full turn
amplitude or frequency. All the measurements of gravity additional signal or full turn impulse signal generated by
projection on the accelerometer proper axis with the device, that is also very easy to realize.
subsequent comparison of the two signals is possible COM- port PC program with the necessary
only at a fixed distance l. Comparing the gravity specification signals is most likely to be processed in an
projection on the step i and i +1 for real objects when external data source. Although modern PCs have no
they are unusable, that is the definition of the rotation axis physical  port,  but  realize  this  procedure  thanks to
deviation center option using a single sensor, It is quite USB-COM converter. There were accelerometers installed
natural that there is no way to ensure uniformity of speed, on board and board set radios exchange ZeegBee,
because the circumferential velocity is applied to the allowing hardware to realize the device at the authors
object surface and the radius of rotation varies disposal. On the software side , the authors had the
continuously. The object rotation axis position can be following choice: VisualBasic 6.0, MSOffice, MathCAD,
calculated and provided coordinate system specifying, in MatLab, LabView, etc. If the latter have built-in visual
this  case  simple expressions from the analytical geometry programming, it requires an additional MathCAD
course will determine the coordinates of a certain applications  written  in  C + +, MSOffice on VBA, etc.
rotational center or radius vectors of different surface The authors chose VBA, with the purpose of rapid
areas. That leads to an additional load of signal processing data MSExcel and their subsequent
processing device. processing, the results are presented in Fig. 5.

We describe the axis position final identification
algorithm of the object with non-stationary axis of
rotation:

Introduce the value of the distance between the
installed accelerometers or their coordinate systems
centers of (as it is impossible to determine the
distance between coordinate centers of
accelerometers, then the distance between end faces
fixed on the basis of one sensor is measured).
Introduce the value of the hypothetical radius.
Run the measurement program. Store each
measurement automatically in the memory of signal
processing device when performing measurements.
After the measurement of one revolution bring

Compute and display the center of rotation.
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Fig. 5: Graph of axis displacement variance

The axis offset can be determined on the resulting Inzarulfaisham Abd.; Miskam, Muhamad Azman;
chart. Thus technological unit node state can be Sidek, Othman; Zaharudin, Shahril Azwan; Zainol,
diagnosed. This node is a body of revolution. When Mohammad  Zaidi;  Mohd,  Shukri  Korakkottil
processing the measurement results in the form of signals Kunhi// European Journal of Scientific Research,
from the sensors it was revealed that further signals 35(1): 150.
filtering is required due to superimposed vibration. 2. Walter Lindolfo Weingaertner, 2012. Determination
Accurate filtering can be realized in software or hardware of  the  relative  position  between  grinding  wheel
form. Hardware implementation is to install on-board and a cylindrical workpiece on a 7 axis grinding
accelerometer additional filter element that is incomparable machine by acoustic emission/ Walter Lindolfo
with the writing of complex signal processing algorithms, Weingaertner, Adriano Boaron// Journal of the
but unfortunately a similar way to eliminate interference Brazilian Society of Mechanical Sciences and
requires additional devices on / off filter or rule out further Engineering, 34(8): 134-142.
analysis of vibration in the process system. 3. Ralph, W., 1939. Subjective methods in determining

Findings. Realization and adoption of the described the axis position of a cylinder in correcting astigmia/
device will produce timely diagnosis of large rotating W. Ralph.// The Australasian Journal of Optometry,
technological units as for offset axis of rotation and as a 22(8): 415-419.
result produces operative repair and adjustment of 4. Maslova, I.V., 2012. Rationale for the use of a
production unit. This device use will reduce production managed process when the form is reset bulky
costs by reducing the repair cost or fall-off a quickie rotation of a body having a fixed rotation axis/ AV
produced. Maslov, AN Bludov// the Bulletin of the Belgorod

CONCLUSIONS 5. Bondarenko, V.N., 2008. The definition of an error

Usage of sensors determining the magnitude of the the operations of machining / V.N. Bondarenko, AI
gravity projection on the axis of the sensor while Korenev // the Bulletin of the Belgorod state
diagnosing the position of the axis center of the rotation, technological University. V.G. Shukhov, 2: 38-41.
helps to diagnose the geometry state of the rotation 6. Fedorenko, M.A., 2007. Impact forces acting on
surface, realizing the immediate object transducer readings machine-replaceable module for precision machining
pickup during their subsequent processing at a distance the inner surface of the shaft / MA Fedorenko, YA
from the object. Bondarenko // Bulletin of the Belgorod State
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